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        London stocks log weekly declines on geopolitical, rate uncertainty    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Pranav Kashyap and Khushi Singh (Reuters) -The UK’s main stock indexes recorded weekly losses on Friday against a backdrop of escalating Middle East tensions and a more cautious mood among investors following hawkish remarks from Federal Reserve officials. The exporter-heavy FTSE 100 shed 0.8%, while the domestically focused FTSE 250 lost 0.7%. However, both…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: London stocks log weekly declines on geopolitical, rate uncertainty        
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        Reaction to Israeli inquiry into killing of Gaza aid workers    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Reaction from around the world to an Israeli inquiry into the killing of seven World Central Kitchen aid workers in an air strike in Gaza. The report found serious errors and breaches of procedure by the Israeli military, and two officers were dismissed. U.N. SECRETARY-GENERAL ANTONIO GUTERRES “The Israeli government has acknowledged…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Reaction to Israeli inquiry into killing of Gaza aid workers        
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        US welcomes Israel moves on Gaza aid; ‘proof is in the results’    
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                By Simon Lewis, Tassilo Hummel LEUVEN, Belgium (Reuters) -The United States welcomes Israel’s latest efforts to allow more humanitarian aid into Gaza, Secretary of State Antony Blinken said on Friday, but said success would be measured in results in improving the situation on the ground. “Really the proof is in the results, and we will…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: US welcomes Israel moves on Gaza aid; ‘proof is in the results’        
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        Flushed with pride, public toilets a tourist draw in Tokyo    
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                By Tom Bateman TOKYO (Reuters) – Along with taking in temples and cherry blossoms, Tokyo visitors can now join a curated pilgrimage of the city’s more modern wonders: its public toilets.   Penelope Panczuk was inspired to hop on the Tokyo Toilet Shuttle for a two-hour tour of artistically enhanced public conveniences by “Perfect Days”, the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Flushed with pride, public toilets a tourist draw in Tokyo        
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        India’s Congress pledges to step up affirmative action if voted back to power    
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                By Shivangi Acharya NEW DELHI (Reuters) -India’s opposition Congress party promised on Friday to lift a cap on affirmative action for marginalised castes if it wins power, although Prime Minister Narendra Modi is expected to sweep back into office in elections starting this month. Congress, which had ruled India for more than 50 years with…            
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        UK lawmaker admits passing colleagues’ numbers to stranger met on dating app    
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                LONDON (Reuters) -A senior member of Britain’s governing Conservative Party has admitted supplying the personal details of fellow lawmakers to someone he met online, saying he had felt compromised after he sent them intimate photos of himself. William Wragg told the Times newspaper he had handed over the phone numbers of colleagues to a man…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK lawmaker admits passing colleagues’ numbers to stranger met on dating app        
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        Staff at UK statistics office vote for strike action    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Staff at Britain’s official statistics agency, which publishes economic data such as inflation and economic growth figures, have voted for strike action in a dispute over requirements for working from the office, a union said on Friday. The Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS) said management at the Office for National Statistics…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Staff at UK statistics office vote for strike action        
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        India will enter Pakistan to kill terrorists who run away there, defence minister says    
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                NEW DELHI (Reuters) – India will enter Pakistan to kill anyone who escapes over the border after trying to carry out terrorist activities in the country, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh told broadcaster CNN News18 on Friday.  The minister’s comments come a day after Britain’s Guardian newspaper published a report stating the Indian government had killed…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: India will enter Pakistan to kill terrorists who run away there, defence minister says        
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        Germany paves way for asylum seekers’ debit card to control transfers    
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                BERLIN (Reuters) – Germany on Friday paved the way for the introduction of special debit cards that put limits on how and where asylum seekers can spend the financial benefits the receive, part of a tougher migration policy. The three parliamentary groups of Chancellor Olaf Scholz’s government coalition agreed on a draft law that will…            
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        Stock Bull Run Powers Ahead After Blockbuster Jobs: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — The stock market is ending the week on a positive note after a blowout jobs report signaled the US economy will continue to power Corporate America — even if that means the potential for still elevated interest rates. Equities climbed after a rough few days that put the S&P 500 on track for…            
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        UN chief to Israel: 196 aid workers have been killed, why?    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                By Michelle Nichols UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) -U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on Friday called for independent investigations into the deaths of all 196 aid workers killed in the Gaza Strip during the Israel-Hamas war and said he hopes Israel quickly and effectively boosts aid access. Global outrage at the humanitarian crisis in the occupied Palestinian territory…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UN chief to Israel: 196 aid workers have been killed, why?        
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        Factbox-Which EU member states have introduced temporary border checks?    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – The European Union is dealing with an increase in legal and illegal migrant arrivals, spurring some member countries to temporarily reintroduce border checks within what is normally a wide area of free movement – the Schengen zone. Schengen’s rules allow this “as a last resort” to avert serious threats to internal security or…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Factbox-Which EU member states have introduced temporary border checks?        
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        Poland to receive first EU recovery fund payment on April 15    
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                WARSAW (Reuters) – The European Commission has accepted Poland’s first application for European Union recovery funds on Friday and the country should receive the money on April 15, the Polish Funds and Regional Policy minister said. Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk secured the release of funds worth up to 137 billion euros ($148.47 billion) from…            
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        A life’s work destroyed – Palestinian counts cost of Gaza war    
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                By Mahmoud Issa JABALIA REFUGEE CAMP, Gaza Strip (Reuters) – Mohammed Al Safi said his business making bedding and mattresses in the Gaza Strip provided a decent living and employed 10 people until it was destroyed during an Israeli raid. Today, he depends on aid to survive – if he can find any. Safi, 51,…            
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        Breakaway Moldovan region says drone hit military facility    
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                CHISINAU (Reuters) – A kamikaze drone hit a military facility belonging to the defence ministry of the separatist authorities in Moldova’s breakaway Transdniestria region, the region’s security ministry said on Friday. No evidence or image of the strike was provided. The target was six kilometres from the border with Ukraine, the message posted by the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Breakaway Moldovan region says drone hit military facility        
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        Strike on Iran’s consulate in Syria is ‘turning point’, Hezbollah head says    
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                BEIRUT (Reuters) – The head of Lebanon’s armed group Hezbollah said on Friday that Israel’s strike on Iran’s consulate in Damascus this week marked a “turning point” since Oct. 7, when Palestinian group Hamas launched an attack on Israel that has led to escalating regional tensions. The Damascus strike on Monday killed seven Iranian Revolutionary…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Strike on Iran’s consulate in Syria is ‘turning point’, Hezbollah head says        
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        Russia fires five missiles on Ukraine’s Zaporizhzhia, three people killed    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – Russia fired five missiles on Ukraine’s southern city of Zaporizhzhia on Friday, killing at least three people and damaging several residential buildings and industrial facility, the regional governor said. “What marks today’s strikes: first, there were two missile strikes, and then, about 40 minutes later, there were other strikes at the same place…            
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        Analysis-Women in UK finance earn a third less than male colleagues, data shows    
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                By Sinead Cruise and Carolyn Cohn LONDON (Reuters) – Some of Britain’s top financial firms pay women 28.8% less on average than male counterparts, salary data from 21 companies reviewed by Reuters shows, even though they say they are striving to hire more females for higher-paid, senior roles. Banks, asset managers and insurers across the…            
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        Russians expelled from NATO HQ in recent years, NATO says    
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                BERLIN (Reuters) – Comments by NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg about expulsions of Russians from NATO headquarters referred to incidents from recent years, not recent months, as originally reported by German daily Bild, the alliance said on Friday. Bild also issued a correction to its report, clarifying that Stoltenberg had not mentioned a timeframe when…            
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